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CHAFTER   I 
Introduction 
Sweet potatoes  are  one  of  the most  important  foods 
grown 2nd consumed  in the  South.     They have  long "been a 
3    xle  food  in  the   Southern  diet,   particularly among 
■ur  1  families.     Dietary studies made a;r.ong rural  families 
in Georgia*  she  a consumption  of  approximately two  and 
one half tines as mer^y  sweet pot-toes  as  Irish potatoes. 
While   small  amounts   of   cannei,   dehydrated,   r.nd 
fro.'en  sweet  potatoes  are used during  the summer months, 
the period of highest  oonsumption  is  from November 
through February,   when fresh potatoes  are abundant. 
Since  fresh potatoes  are available  for a  limited 
period  of   time,   and  3ince   a  great many   are   consumed   in 
thi t short  time,   it  is  desirable   that methods  of prep- 
aration be  varied,   in oraer  to  prevent monotony in  the 
diet.       Variety  is  possible,   since  a great many unusual 
and interesting sweet potato recipes  exist.     Most  of 
these,  however,   are not well-known and are  not  stendr^d- 
ized.    They  are  characteristic   of  certain  sections  or 
communities   and  are unknown   to   others,   since   they do   not 
appear   in recipe books.     Attempts  have  been made by  the 
■ 
G. Newton and G. Lo-.ry, "The Vitamin C Content of the 
Porto Rico Sweet Potato", Journal of Home Economics, 
XXIX, 1937, 114. 
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United States  Department  of Agriculture2,   the North 
Carolina  Agricultural Extension  Service'',   -nd  the "Jar 
Food Administration4  to  collect,   standardize,   and  com- 
pile some of  these  swe^t  potato recipes,  but  there remain 
nany unusual recipes which have rot been published. 
Becau.36  of   the  extensive  use  of   sweet  potato-33,   it 
is important   to   know their nutritive  value   as   they  are 
9erved.     A great many stuiies  have been made  on the 
nutritive valve  of both  raw and cooked 3weet  potatoes. 
An investigation   of   these   studies   wrrs   the   first   step in 
the  present   study. 
The  purpose  o"  this  study has  been: 
(a) To study the  literature  on  the nutritive  value 
of sweet potatoes, 
(b) To become  acquainted   with  the various  methods 
of preparing  sweet  potatoes   for human consumption, 
(c) To  secure  and  compile  recipes for  sweet potato 
cookery,   with  emphasis   on  unpublished   recipe3,   find 
2 "Sweet  Potato Recipes",  TT.   S.   Department  of Agriculture 
Bulletin AIS-58,   October  1946. 
- "Sweet   Potatoes   - Eow   to T'se   Them",   K.   C.   Agricultural 
Extension  Service Miscellaneous  Pamphlet 79,   October, 
1044. 
4 "Sweet  Potato  Recipes",  War Food Administration,   Office 
of Distribution   Circular. 
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(d) To  test  swoit potc.to pie  recipes  used in North 
Carolina in order  to  develop  a  technique which will 
insure  standard products.     These  standardized recipes 
j   then be used in preparing products  for  chemical 
studies of  the  nutritive value  of various   types   of sweet 
potato pie. 
CHAPTER II 
oview )f Literature on Mutrltiv   r-.lue 
Sweet potatoes are generally conaidersd to be good 
screes of Vitamin A.  Vitamin A, in the form of carotene, 
pro-Vitamin A, is indicated by the characteristic yellow 
or orange color.  The amount of carotane va.'ies with the 
I it n3ity of the yellow color in the flesh of the sweet 
potato.' 
For  fresh raw sweet  potatoes,   Vitamin A values were 
fovnd bj   Smith and  coworkers   ,   using  chemical  analyses,   to 
range from 0.30 milligrams   per   100  grams   to   6.22  mg.   per 
100 3m.,   with  an  average value   of   1.31  mg.   per  100  3m. 
(2,133 International  ©nits)   for Nancy Hall  variety  and 
an average   value   of  4.£7 mg.   per   100   gm.   (3,§33   I.TJ.)   for 
the Porto Rico  variety.     MacLeod,   Talbert,   and Toole7  show 
an average  value  of  1.30 mg.   per  100  gm.   (5,000 I.TJ.)   for 
Nancy Hall   sweet  potatoes.      Lease  and Mitchell   ,   using 
5M.  Spelrs,   et al,   "The Effects  of Fertilizer Treatments, 
• Curing,   Storage,   and Cooking on  the Carotene and Ascorbic 
Acid Content  of Sweet  Potatoes",   Southern Cooperative 
Series 3rlietin 3,   December  1945. 
5 H. Smith,   et  al,   "Ascorbic  Acid and Carotene Content  of 
Sweet   Potatoes",   Arizona Agricultural Experiment   Station 
Report  71,   April   1945. 
7 MacLeod,   et al,   "Vitamin A  and B Contents   of Nancy Hall 
Sweet   Potato",   Journal of   Home Economics  XXIV,   1932,   923, 
3 E. Lease  and J.   Mitchell,   "Biochemical and Nutritional 
Studies  of Dehydrated Sweet Potato",   S.  C.  Agricultural 
Experiment  Station Bulletin 329,   June   1940. 
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chemical analyses,   give  an average value  of 4.0 mg,  per 
100 gm.  for  raw  Porto Rico  sweet potatoes. 
In attempts  to  determine  the  effect  of  storage upon 
the carotene  or Vitamin A  content  of  sweet  ^otatoej,   few 
significant changes have been  found to occur during the 
storage period.     Smith   and  coworkers5   found   slight   in- 
creases   in  carotene   value   during   storage,   out  they are 
not believed  to be   significant.     Speirs,   Peterson,   and 
cov/orkers     ,   using  chemical  analyses,   did not find sig- 
nificant changes  in  carotene  value during storage.     Their 
r2jult3 also   showed no   significant   changes   in   carotene 
value due  to   fertilizer  treatments.     Swans on nnd coworkers^, 
using bloasaays,   found that  fertilizer   treatments  did not 
significantly affect  carotene  values. 
Speirs,   Peterson,   and coworkersl2,   in determining 
the  effect  of  cooking processes  on  the  carotene  value  of 
sweet potatoes,   found a loss   of 9,9% during boiling and 
23.9$ during baking  of the  sweet  potatoes. 
~ .   Smith,   et  al,   op.   cit. 
10 It,  Speira,   et si,   op.   cit. 
11 P.  Swanaon,   et al,   "The Effect  of Fertilizing Treatment 
on Vitamin  A  Content   of  Sweet   Potatoes",   Food Research 
V,   1940,   451* 
12 
M.   Speirs,   et   al,   op.   cit. 
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Ascorbic  acid   values   found by  Sooular and Takle1*', 
usirg the microbiological  assay method,   range  from  11.0 mg. 
per 100   ;~.   for  Unit  I  Porto Rico potat.es   to 27.5  rag.  per 
100   "~.   -or   Porto Rico   (old),   with  an svera; e value  of 
:..   mg.  per  100  5m.     Cpoking   tests   on the Nancy Hall 
variety 3howed an  average  loss   of   15%  in baking cnl a 
;:" 345$  in boiling.     The  workers believe  this  unusual 
gain nay be  due   to   er~or   in calculation  of   raw  value.     Results 
:    m by Hollinger     ,   using chemical analyses,   give  ascorbic 
acJ ; values  ranging   from 23.5  mg.   per  100  gm.  for Triumph 
variety to  32.3 mg.   per   100   5m.   for Nancy Hall  variety. 
Losse:   due   to   storage  amounted   to   23-40$  of   the   original 
value.    Cooking  losses were  17-31f.'  of the  orieinel   value. 
Kewtor  and Lowry     ,   usirg   the bioassay method,   found 
an Pversus   value  of  0.2  Sherman un'ts   (11-15 mg.  per 100 
gm.)  of ascorbic  acid  for   Porto ?..' co sweot  potatoes,  raw 
or boiled.     B^ked  potatoes were  found   to be   two-thirds 
a3 rich  aa  raw potatoes   in   ascorbic   acid. 
13 P. Secular and D. Sakle, "Loss of Ascorbic Acid During 
Cooking of Stored Sweet Potatoes", ,rood Research VIII, 
1643.   156. 
:, . .   Eollinger,   "Ascorbie Acid Value  of  the  Sweet  Potato 
as Affected by Variety,   Storage,   and Cooking",   Food 
Ressaroh   IX,   1944,   76. 
C. TIewton and G.   Lowry,   "The Vitamin  C  Content  of  the 
Porto Rico  Sweet   Potato",   Journal  of Home  Economics 
XXIX,   1937,   114. 
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Speirs,   Peterson  and coworkers     ,  using chemical 
an:.l"393»   show  an average ascorbic  acid value  in fresh 
paw Porto Rico potatoes  of 25.5 mg.   per  100 gm.     Storage 
c     8d a  loss   of  11% of   the  ascorbic  acid value.     After 
boiling there   was  an average  ascorbic  ?cia value  of 24.43 
r .  per 100 gm.     Baked potatoes  gave  a value  of 23.42 mg. 
per 100  5m.    fertilizer   treatments had insignificant  effect 
en the ascorbic  acii value  of  the potatoes. 
Studies  made bj-   Pearson  and Luecke17,  using micro- 
biological  assay method,   show thiamin value3 ranging  from 
1.00 micrograms  i,er  gram to  1.70 meg.   per  ...m.,  with an 
average value   of  1.39 meg.   per  gm.   in raw potatoes.     Ribo- 
flavin values   range   from 0.35 meg.   per  gm.   to   0.^0 meg. 
..:•■    :n.    For nicotinic  aolA,   the  range values  given are 
,.00 meg.   per   gm.   to ^.30 meg.  per gm.,   with an average 
value  of 5.56  meg.   per  gm.     Baked ^oteLoss  retained an 
average value   of  1.04 meg.   thiamin per  gm.,   0.41 meg. 
riboflavtn per  gm.,   and 4.72 meg.   nicOtinic acid per  gm. 
Boiled potatoes   showed  values   of   1.2 3 meg.   thiamin per   gm., 
0.47 meg.   rlboflavin  per   gm.,   and Z.5£   meg.   nicotinic  acid 
per gm. 
10 M.  Speirs,   et al,   op.   cit. 
17 P.   Pearson   and R.   Lvecke,   »BM  B  Vitamin   Content   of 
Raw and Cooked Sweat  Potatoes",   Food Reaaargh X, 
July-August   1945,   325. 
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Cheldelin and cowcrkersl3f using the microbiological 
assay method, found an average riboflavin value of 0.41 
meg. per 3&-   -or>  ra",v potatoes, and 0.4C mog. per gm. for 
cooked potatoes.  Nlcotinic acid average values were 
4.54 :.c._. per gm. for raw potatoes and 5.53 meg. per gm. 
for cooked potatoes. 
Russell and coworkers^, using the microbiological 
assa^ , 3how nlcotinic acid values ranging from 5.27 meg. 
per gm. to 7.90 meg. per gm. for raw potatoes, with an 
jrage value of 6.27 meg. per gm.  Ranje values for 
cooked potatoes were 4.23 meg. per gm. to 7.36 meg. per 
., with an average value of 6.10 meg. per gm. 
Teplsy and coworkers20, U3ing the rnic >o.>iol >gieal 
.  J:3 of analysis, found an average nicotinic acid 
value in fresh raw swe:;t potatoes of 4.53 meg. per g .. 
Lane, Johnson, and Williams*^, using oioassay, 
found an average thiamin value in raw potatoes of 1.09 meg. 
1 ' V. Cheldelin, et al, "Losses of B Vitamins Due to 
Cooking of Pools", Jo^ rnal of nutrition XXVI, 1943, 477. 
19 ... Russel, et al, "Nlcotinic Acid Content of Common 
Fruits and Ve ;ttables aa Prepared for Human Consumption", 
Journal of Nutrition XXV, 1943, 275. 
20 L. J. Tepley, et al, "The Distribution of Nlcotinic Acid 
in Poods", Journal of Nutrition XXIII, 1942, 417. 
21 R. Lane, et al, "Studies of the Average American Diet, 
I - Thiamin Content", Journal _of Nutrition XXIII, 1942, 
S13. 
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:.;-r-  ;".,   and 0.41 mc^.   per   gm.   in baited potatoes. 
For  the  purpose of  comparison,   ranpe values and  avev,a-e 
"-lues   found by different  "'orker3   a~e  piven  In Tables  I,   II, 
9nd   III.      In  some  cases,   rrnpe values,   averr ;e,   or   the 
number   of   samples  were not   ^lven   in   the  report,   and   so are 
•Tot  inclu'ed in   the   table.      In   several   instances,   retention 
- -cent'    e3  ^athsr   then values  were   piver.     Values have 
vj"   calculated  from   these   percentages   on   the   basis   of 
the  average  fresh value. 
I"   conclusion,   studies   indicate   that   sweet   potatoes 
p"e  a    •ood   source  of   Vitamin  A  and   a   fair   source   of 
ascorbic   rcld.     The   limited   scope  o^  studies   that  have 
been   made  on Vitamin B  content make  it  impossible  to  draw 
moral  conclusions  on  the   significance  of Vitamin  B  in 
sweet potatoes. 
Vitamin A,   in  the  form  of carotene,   is  affected very 
little by  fertilizer,   storage,  o->*  cooking.     Ascorbic  acid 
losses  are hipjh  luring storage and   luring baking,   while 
ascorbic  .°cid  values   increase,during   soiling.     Vitamin 
values ^-re reduced during cooking  ..■"•oces^es. 
TABLE I 
ASCORBIC  ACID  VALUE  OP   SWEET   irOTATO£S 
'.Yorkers Year Material  - 
Variety 
Treatment Method of 
Analysis, 
Number 
Samples 
Ascorbi 
H 'i r> 1 mi i m 
c  Acid-mg pj 
■   Fl v * nil *i TIT 
•r   100  gm 
Scoi lar, 
Sakle 1942 8 Varieties 
Micro- 
biological 1 
.  nYSi'tt^g 
All   varieties Raw peeled 1 11.0 27.5 15.9 
Nancy Hall Boiled 1 o5.7 
Nancy Hall 3aked 1 3.0 
- 
Nancy Hall Candied 1 22.1 
Speirs, 
et  al 1944 Porto Rico 
Raw 
Chemical 
27 * 
Stored 
Boiled 
27 
27 
21.2 
24.4 
Baked 27 
«» 
23.4 
1 
•a 
i 
i * 
ID 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
ASCORBIC ACID VALUE CF SWEET POTATOES 
Workers Year Materlal- 
Varie try- 
Treatment Method of 
A n n 1 v .=? 1 =5 
Number A.scoroic. Acid-rnr; per 100 gm 
Nev.ton, 
Lowry 1927 Porto Rico Biological 
Raw 
Boiled 
— 13.0 
15.0 
Baked - 10.0 
Hollin- 
1941 7 Varieties Chemical 
Raw 40 23.5 33.3 
Baked 40 17.3 
Boiled 40 17.2 
Pres3vre 
Cooked 40 19.1 
. 
Q 
. ■ 
[ 
TABLE   I   (CONTINUED) 
ASCORBIC   ACID  VALUE  OF  SWEET  POTATOES 
workers I err Material   - 
Variety 
Treatment Method of 
analysis 
Numb e r 
SamDle^ 
Ascorbic  Aold-mK per   100  foi i 
fiini.au.: I-':axi '"'.uir AVflT'o ',*fl 
Smith, 
et al 1945 
Nancy Hall, 
Red Velvet, 
Porto Rico 
- 
Chemical 
Raw,   fresh 
Stored 4 
months 
6   -12 
6-12 
2o.O 
15.0 
52.0 
24.0 
39.0 
20.0 
to 
CD                          | 
H                      1 
IV)                      1 
. 
TABLE II 
VITAMIN A VALOR  OF SWEET POTATOES 
Workers 
f.'acLeod 
Lease, 
Hitche11 
Yoar 
1931 
1940 
Material   - 
Variety 
Nancy Hall 
Porto Rico 
Swanson 
et   al 
Spelrs 
et   al 
1940 
1944 
Prolific 
Porto Rico 
Treatment 
Raw 
Method of timber 
Arml-.'3lslSBmp1ft5 
Chemical 
Raw 
Fertilizer 
used 
Chemical 
Biologica 
Raw 
Boiled 
Baked 
Vitamin  A   -  m/r per   100   raj 
JE: 
7-15 
rats 
Chemical 
102 
100 
100 
B5u SSI 
1.30 
4.0 
1.38 
4.64 
4.39 
4.33 
i.r. 
sv. 
3,000 
6,664 
1,300 
7,730 
7,313 
7,030 
SO 
OJ 
.Yorkers fear 
Smi th 
st  al 19' 
Material   - 
Var-lsty 
Nancy Hall 
Porto Rico 
Nancy Hall 
Porto Rico 
_. 
TABLE   II   (CONTINUED) 
VITAMIN A  V/.tfiE  OF  SWEET   POTATOES 
Treatmsnt Method of 
Raw,   fresh 
same 
Stored 4 
months 
same 
Che. :ical 
11 umbe r 
-anplna. 
Vitamin A-ma  per 
Jain 
0.30 
3.09 
0.40 
4.17 
fi x i 
1.90 
-5.22 
2.29 
100 
ZEL 
.S2L 
1.31 
4.97 
2.17 
5.7S 
I.U. 
av- 
2,183 
3,2 13 
3,517 
9,650 
ja 
I ■ 
a> 
*>■ 
• 
TABLE   III 
VITAMIN  B  VALTO   OP  SWt^T   POTATOES 
Workera Year Material   - 
-r.   ,, • 
Treat, ent Method of 
Analysis 
Number V.icro^rams   per   :3?am 
luln.        1     T.inv. :         L Trp.iTi -o 
Vita id n  B-,   - Thiamln 
Lane, 
et  al 1941 Variety not 
known 
Raw 
Baked 
Biological 
1.09 
0.41 
Peat*3on, 
Luecke 1944 4   verities 
Micro- 
bio logical 
Raw 40 1.00 1.70 1.39 
Baked 20 - T 1.04 
Bo'led 14 - - 1.28 
'd 
9 
CD 
Ol 
TABLE   III   (   CONTINUED) 
VITAIv.TN  B VALUE  OF  SWEET   POTATOES 
workers Year Haterial - 
Variety 
Treatment Method of       Number 
Analysis     I Samples 
Mlcvogr.'ms  per   ja?am 
r.un.      f    Max.       f   Av7 
Te^ley 
et   al 
Russell 
et  al 
Pearson, 
Luecke 
194J   Variety not 
known 
1942 
Niootlnlo Acid or Niaci 
TTnknown 
Variety 
not known 
194- 4 Verities 
Raw 
Boiled 
n 
I icro- 
biological 
Micro- 
biological 
Raw 
Baked 
3oiled 
Micro- 
biological 
40 
20 
14 
5.27 
4.73 
7.90 
7.36 
4.00 6, >0 
6.27 
5.10 
£.56 
4.72 
5.59 
' ; 
i 
CD 
H 
TABLE   III   (COKTINT,'JiD) 
i 
VITAL IN  3  VALT3   OF   S'AH^T   iOTATOES 
■Vo-'kers Pear Material   - 
Variety 
Treatment Method  of 
Analysis 
Number    I       ...ic'0£ra,;.3   por  .yam j 
S>-.:rplS3 j     jf:in.      j       Lin*.        JAvora 
Chelde- 
lin, 
et   al 1942 Variety 
unknown 
uiaoln   (continued) 
Micro- 
biological 
Raw 
Baked 
2Q 
4.54 
5.53 
  
•3 
I ; 
CD 
. 
TABLS III (GONTINTJED) 
VITAMIN B VALUE OP SWEET POTATOES 
Workers Year Material - 
■/; ■■!■ -•.-.- 
Treatment Method of 
Analysis 
Number Microgri IDS per gram 
1  Mn.  1  Wnx.  i \vavr.  -a 
Vitamin Bo - Riboflavln 
Chelde- 
lin, 
et al 
1942 Va riety 
unknown 
Raw 
Baked 
Micro- 
biological 
- 0.41 
0.40 
Pearson, 
LUG eke 1944 4 Varities 
Raw 
3aked 
Boiled 
Micro- 
biological 
40 
20 
14 
O.oO 0.35 0.46 
0.41 
0.47 
•a 
CD 
H 
J3 
. 
CHAPTER  III 
Selectlo   ,   Storage,   rrc,aratlon   an Sweet   Potatoes 
Since awest potatoes have a mild "lavor, they can be 
U3ed in many ways and in numerous food combinations. They 
may be used as a basic food, with variations in flavor, or 
*-hey may be used in small Mmounts to give variety to other 
f ods. Some of the irteresti-ig methods of preparation are 
discussed here; recipes may be found, under the 3nme topics, 
in  the  Appendix  of   this   study. 
Sweet   l-otatoes   Served   as   a  Vege table 
The   rr.031   corrmon U3e   of   3weet  potatoes  in   the meal   is 
as  a ve   stable dish.     For  thi3  purpose,   they are usually 
* •  red,     echcd,  boiled,   candied,   or  glazed.    For more un- 
usval  sweet  potato  vegetable   ;ishes,   the mashed potatoes 
may be   shaped  into balls  and  fried.     Sweet potato sticks, 
o   Lps,   or   ^ried   sweet  potatoes  ars  also used  as   vegetable 
di3hee.     Sweet potato souffle may be used as  s vegetable 
or   aa   a   main  dish   ''or  a   luncheon. 
v.veet   Totatoes   in  Desserts 
^or  use   as   a   des3ert,   sweet   potato   pie   is   the most 
common method   of  preparation.     There   are   a  great many 
variations   of   this- method   of  prepftratior ,   3ome   of  whJ ch 
are   similar   in nature   to   sweet  potato  pudding.     Other 
sweei   potato desserts  are   cakes   and   cookies,   in  which 
page 20 
sweet potatoes are  substituted for a  part of  the   Tlour. 
Ice cream may be made with sweet potatoes  used as a 
flavoring. 
- ..     -PL-.-   -O     ~   '3---   13 
In breadstuffa, sweat potatoes are usually substituted 
for a part of the flour.  Products which may be made with 
sweet potatoes are biscuits, muffins, rolls, mit loaf, and 
waffles. 
Comb!nation Dishes V.'i th Sweet Potatoes 
A3 a mild-flavored food, sweet potatoes are used often 
in combination with highly flavored or rich foods.  They are 
used with meat3, particularly pork.  They may be u3ed with 
fruits such as apples, oranges, pineapple, and raisins, or 
with any kind of nuts.  Very rich dishes may oe prepared 
•vith a sweet potato base, U3in^ nuts, fruits, and whipped 
cream.  Many flavorings and 3pice3 may be ad.ied to sweet 
potatoes to give variety. 
Selection, Storage, Preparation for Cooking 
In fresh sweet potato cookery, it is important that 
Zood  potatoes be selected and that proper conditions oe 
maintained prior to cookery.  There -ire two general types 
of sweet potatoes.  The type commonly called 3v.eet potatoes 
are dry, mealy, and light yellow in color.  The yam is 
deeper in color, moist, and sugary.  Selection should be 
pa:;e 21 
made according to the qualities desired in the final 
product. 
Sweet potatoes may be stored Tor several months at 
a temperature of 55°-60° F2*.  A dry storage place is desir- 
able, .since moist- re favors rotting of the potatoes. 
Peeled, raw sweet potatoes turn dark brown at the sur- 
face, especially at the stem end, due to oxidation processes™*^ 
It is therefore desirable to peel potatoes immediately before 
u3e or to cook them in the skins.  Cooked potatoes, upon 
3xposure to air, may turn blue-green.  This occurs particular- 
ly when hot sweet potatoes are exposed to air.''4 Two tenths 
per cent citric acid or lemon juice add^d tc the cooked 
potato restores the normal color.  A pH value of 5 or lower 
is required to prevent discoloration or to restore the 
natural color.25 This acidity gives a tartness of flavor 
t] t is desirable in sweet potato cookery. 
Commercial Sweet Potato products 
Recent research has shown that many sweet potato pro- 
duces are possible and desirable.  Dehydrated products 
22"Sweet Potato Recipes", U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Bulletin AIS-58, October 1946. 
23 J. G. 7/oodroof and Ida S. Atkinson, "Preserving Swe >t 
Potatoes By freezing", Georgia Sxp. Station Brlletin 
232, March 194-i. 
^4 Ibid., P. 9. 
2b  Ibid. 
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called Aleyam Products have been  developed at   the Alabama 
Agricultural Experiment Station.     They may be used in 
cereals,   in baking,   candy making,   and various  forms  of 
cookery.   ^°    These products  are still in  the  experiment- 
al  stage  and are not available  to   the retail  or  v/hole- 
sale market.     In   the  future,   they  may become  s lgni f'icant 
and may make   the  sweet  potato  industry  increas'n^Iy 
•I....ortant  in  the  South. 
Deh;, drated   sweet   potatoes   and  canned sweot   potatoes 
may be used in a  similar manner  to fresh potatoes,  al- 
though products  made from  them may not be  quite as 
iesirable.    Freezing seems   to be   the most  desiraole 
method  of preserving sweet potatoes2'/,  but  this method 
also  is  in  the  experimental 3tape. 
Kumerous  studies have  been made  on  the desirability 
of manufacturing  sweet potato  chip3,  but no  satisfactory 
23 product has y.et beon developed. 
With the continuation of research, commercial sweet 
potato products may take their place with fresh sweet 
2G L. M. Ware, "Nature of Alayam Products", Alabama 
Agricultural Experimental Station Circular. 
27 J. C. 'A'oodroof, op. cit. 
2^ Personal communication with l.'r. W. W. Chichester, 
Marietta, Georgia, October 1947. 
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potatoes,   thus  Increasing  the use  of  sweet potatoes  as 
food. 
CHAPTER   IV 
Exp ■rlnental  Study  -   I Sweet   . otnt-o   Plea 
Introduction 
Sweet  potato pie3  are  popular as  a method  of sweet 
potato  cookery,   particularly   In North Carolina.    There 
are several  types  of  sweet potato pies,   with numerous 
recipes   for   each.     The best known   type  is  prob bly the 
sweet   potato   custard pie,   of   which   there  are many  variations, 
loss   cc.~ir.on   types   are  sweet   potato   chiffon   pie,   -rated raw 
sweet  potato pie,   sliced  sweet potato pie,   an 1 sweet potato 
cobbler. 
In  an   effort   to become   familiar   with   th.03e  different 
types  of 3weet potato pies and  to  standardize  recipes   for 
then,   thl3   series  of  experiments ha3  been  conducted.     Vari- 
ous  recipes have been  tested  and standardized,   using 
different   ingredients,   utensils,   and methods   of prep- 
aration. 
Materials 
Sweet  potatoes  bought on   the retail market in Greens- 
boro have beer,  used   for  all  experiments.     T'nle3s   .therwise 
stated   in   the   experiment,   the   following ingredients have 
been used,   as   Indicated by  the   individual  recipes: 
Margarine  in  fillings,  Crisoo  in pastry,   cold storage 
eggs,   granulated sugar,   homogenized milk,   corn  syrup, 
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ground  3pices,   and  all-purpose  flour. 
TTten3ils  used,   unless  otherwise  stated,   have been 
as follows: 
West of  Pyrex mixing bowls,   coarse  sieve,  Iv'ary Ann 
measuring  cups,   Mary  Ann measuring  spocns,   wire pastry 
blender,   rotary egg  beater,   pastry  cloth,   wooder.  rolling 
pin,   and six   inch  pie   pans. 
T'nless  otherwise   stated,   an electric   stove ha3   been 
-.nee   Tor  experiments. 
Procedure 
r!eclpes have been varied throughout   the   experiments, 
and ar~   give-   in   the  discussion  of   the  individual   experi- 
ments.     The  procedure   "or making   the   Tilling ha3   been 
varied  with individual recipes. 
The procedure   for making pastry has been  the same 
for : ost of the  experiments.     Unless  otherwise  3tated  in 
the  experiment,   the  procedure has  been as follows: 
Flour  was   sifted,   measured,   and  .sifted again  with 
salt,     "at,  "t refrigerator  temperature,  was cut  in with 
s pastry blender until  pieces  were  the size   of rice 
kernels.     Ice  water was added gradually,   as   flour  was 
tossed   lightly  with  a  fork.     Pastry was  gathered  into 
a ball.     An amount  sufficient  for  the   size  of  the  pan 
*as  placed  on  a  lightly  floured pastry  cloth and  -oiled 
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to lA* inch thickness. TY19 pastry was placed in an un- 
cased r^ 9 pan. There was no rerolllng o" any portion 
3f  pn3try. 
'.'/hen   potatoes   were boiled   whole,   as   in most   of   the 
experiments,  boiling  time was  25  to 35 minutes,  depending 
u  on   the   size  of  the potatoes. 
"• >in    procedure,   time,   and  temperatues  were  varied 
with  Individual recipes. 
Scoring 
"or 3corin- the b~ked products, three judges were 
selocted prom the Home -:cono-rlc3 faoult; . These three 
jud e3 scored the products throughout the experiments. 
A sample of the score sheet U3ed an ! an explanation of 
the scoring system may be see- in Table IV. Best products 
were sco"ed with a 3, least desirable products scored with 
a 1,   and a  score  of 2    ;lven for moderately  desirable 
products. 
Products  for  scoring were numbered,   and the   Jud   =3 
were not given any  ir.por"-ticn re   ar   lng  the variations 
1- procedure  of preparation or ingredients.     This   was 
dona  i*^  an attempt   to prevent  errors due  to  precon- 
ceived prejudices,     til  pies  were   scored  while   fresh, 
with  approximately   two hour's   allowed  for  cooling before 
sampling* 
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TABLE IV 
SCORING SYS', :. 
Score   Sheet   for   Pastry 
 . _ L_ 
1, Color     Dark brown, ±-ale, 
uneven 
2. Moisture  So • y 
2. Tenderness Tough, Hard 
4. Texture   Compact, 
crumbly 
5. Flavor Raw, burned, 
flat, unple- sant 
o.   Appearance Smooth, large 
blisters 
< ■ Score 
Deli cite brown    1. 
Dry ■    . 
C 'isp, Tender 3. 
Light, flaky 4. 
Pleasing • 
Slightly PO\ - • 
1 - Poor quality 
2 = Good quality 
Z  -  Excellent  quality 
'-'core  Sheet  for  Custard  Pies  and  Orated  i;lcs 
~T S 3~ 
1. Flavor Flat, too 
spicy, acidic, 
unpleasant 
2. Texture   Coarse, Dry 
3. Surface    Cracked 
4. Color     Dull 
1 =  Poor  quality 
2 =  Good  quality 
3 = 3xc.illent quality 
Pleasing 
Score 
1. 
'•'irrn, moist, 
fine 
2. 
Smooth 3. 
Bright, Clear 4. 
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TABL'i IV (CONTINUED) 
SCORING SYSTEM 
Score Sheet for Sliced rie3 
1          2                        Z score 
1. 1 oisture Dry, too              ^Joist 
much liquid 
l. 
2.  Color Dull, uneven           Clear, even 2. 
3. Flavor Flat, acidic,          PI ■ sj 
too sv;eet 
4. Sweetness Too sour, too           Pleasing 
sweet 
4. 
1 = Poor que 
2 - Good qua 
Z  ■ Exceller 
lity 
lity 
t quality , \ 
  
Score Sheet for '':'v' C''on Pies 
1          id         5 Scor' 
1. Texture Coarse                Smooth 1. 
2. Color Dull, uneven           Bright, Clsr, 
Even 
2. 
3. ''lavor Flat,                Pleasing 
unpleasant 
3. 
4. Consistency Tou^h, stiff           Firm, 
tender 1 
1 = Poor qu° 
2 - Good qua 
3 - Sxcellen 
lity 
lity 
t 
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'Experiments   snd Results 
Individual   exp.ri>ent3   were performed on   each 
variable   of  ingredients,  utensils,   -nd procedure.     Only 
one   variable   was   allowed   in  an   experiment,   all  other 
factors  being kept constant.     The  purpose  of   this  pro- 
cedure  was   to  discover   the   effect   of   the   one   variable, 
so  that   the   recipe  might be   adjusted   to give   a  standard 
cdvct  with   the   use  of   thrt   variation,   or   30   that   that 
factor,   if   it   gave   an  improved product,   might  be   incorxo- 
rated in  the  recipe. 
Results,   in  the   form of  average  scores,   are   jiven 
in Tables   'J-10.     These  results,   along with  the  individu- 
al recipes,   materials,   and procedures,   are  discussed in 
■   Following outline  of experiments. 
Acquisition   of Technique   -  Several preliminary 
experiments  were  carried out  in an  effort  to become 
Familiar with experimental  teohnique  and  with  the  general 
procedure   for  making  sweet potato pies.     After  testing 
various  custard pie recipes,   the  following recipes were 
decided upon to be used  a3 a basic   formula  for use  in 
the  succeeding experiments on  custard pies. 
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Sweet Potato Custari Pie29 
l.1; cups sweet potato puree 
? 2333 
cup sugar 
3 T.   com  syrup 
tsp.   salt 
1   tap.  nutmeg 
3/4   tsp.   cinnamon 
3/4   cup milk 
-  cup melted 
mar-arine 
3eat   egg 
salt,   nutmeg, 
until  smooth;   add potato 
into a  pastry-lined pie  p 
s until  light,   add sugar,   corn  syrup, 
inamon,  milk and butter,   and beat 
puree  and beat  well;  pour 
rnd bake  at  450° p for 
IE   minutes   to  brown  the  3ides  and  bottom of  the 
crust.      Then   reduce   the   temperature   to 300°  p and 
bake 45   minutes   or   until   a  knife   comes  out clean 
when inserted.     Makes  one nine  inch pie. 
Pastry 0 
1 c^-p flour 
.  tsp.   salt 
1/3   cup shortening 
2 - 3 T. cold water 
Cut fat into 3ifted flour and salt with two 
knives, fork, pastry blender, or with fingers. Fat 
in the mixture 3hould be about the clze of rice 
kernels.  Add water evenly to all portions, mixing 
with a fork.  All parts 3hould be just moist enough 
to hold together when pressed.  Roll lightly in a 
ball.  Flour board evenly.  Rub small amount of 
flour over rolling pin.  Roll pastry deftly so that 
it doe3 not stick to board.  Roll 1/8 inch thick. 
Bake 
These recipes, with the variations described in the follow- 
in- experiments, were used in all experiments on sweet 
potato custard pies. 
2S 
30 
J. G. Woodroof, op. cit., p. 23. 
Alice M. Child ani Kcthryn D. Niles, Food Preparation 
Recipes, New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 
T\ 
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;31 of Basic Rocipe - The basic recipe was used. 
fith no variations,  "/hole boiled potatoes were used for 
; i ree;   other   ingredients   and utensil3   were basic.     The 
recipe was   followed  for  mixing procedure.     The  pie was 
baked for  1£  minutes  at  460° P  and  40 minutes  at  300° F, 
The  filling had a slightly dull color  anri  flat  taste. 
Texture  and  surface  were  good.     Pa3try was   3e3irable  in 
flavor,   color,   tenderness,   and  textvre,   but   the bottom 
crrst  was   soggy. (Ss.pie 1, Table V) 
jffect of Lemon Juice in billing - In order to bring 
out the color and rlavor of the potatoes, Z  T. lemon juice 
was added to the filling.  Lemon juice was the last ingredi- 
ent added, because Its acidity partially coagulated the 
protein, thickening the filling mixture.21 k  much better 
flavor was obtained with the addition of lemon juice, and 
the color was brightened. (Sample '-, Table V) 
Effect of Precooklng Pastry - In an attempt to prevent 
303giness of the bottom orust, pastry wa3 prebaked for 10 
minutes at 450° ?, filling added, baked 10 minutes at 450° F, 
and then 40 minutes at 300° P.  Prebaking seemed to have 
little effect on the so_;:,iress of the crust, k  less desirable 
color of crust was obtained, the crust being too brown due 
to ..rob:--tins. (Sample 2,  Table V) 
1 J. 0. Woodroof, op. cit., p. 23. 
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Effect of Different Methods of Cookin:; Potatoes for 
luree - Potatoes were b->ked at 400° p Tor 45 minutes, boiled 
whole, pressure cooked whole for 4 minutes at 15 lbs., and 
slices boiled for 2C minutes to make puree.  Bak:d potatoes 
^ave the best flavor and color, but gave a less desirable 
texture, duo to dryne3s. (Sample 3, Table V).  There wis 
little apparent difference between pies made 1'rom the 
boiled whole potatoes end the pressure cooked potatoes 
(Samples 4 and 5, Table V).  Sliced boiled potaLoes gave 
a product which was lass desirable in color and in flavor 
(Sample 6, Table V). 
gffect of Chilling Pastry - Pastry chilled in the 
refrigerator for one hour after rolling and that chilled 
for one hour before rolling gave similar products.  Both 
jave desirable products, the bottom crust being less soggy 
than previously.  Chilling pastry for several days may, 
.. jver, cause excessive shrinkage during baking32 (Samples 
3-6, Table V). 
Effect of Variation of Fat i_n billing - In order to 
determine the relative desirability of using various fats 
in the filling, pie.: made with margarine, butter, and 
bacon fat were compared.  Butter and bacon fat were substi- 
: p Osee Hughes, Introductory Foods, MaeMillan Company, Mew 
York, 1940, p. 357. 
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tutod for  margarine  in equal amount.    Results   3how  that 
margarine   and butter give  similar* products,   and  so  could 
be used   interchangeably   (Samples   7  and   8,   Table  V).     Bacon 
fat  gave  a  stron.^   flavor  and dull  color   that may be un- 
desirable   (Sample   9,   Table V),   although   it  is   used   in   somo 
localities.'-'0    A   smaller   amount  of bacon  f s t used   for 
seasoning  would seem to  be more desirable.     Other meat 
drippings,  beef or pork,   might al3o be  used  for  season- 
ing,   but prob bly  only  a3  partial substitution. 
Effect  of Temper1.-ture  of ffater in  Pastry   - '.'/hen water 
ai  tap   temperature,   *.3°   C,   was   used  in   the pastry,    less 
water  could be used.     The  fat became  softer  at  a higher 
temperature,   moistening the  flour.    The  flour did not  then 
require  as much water,   and .the resulting product was 
crumbly   (Samples   7-9,   Table  V).     Ice   .vater  seems   to be 
more desirable  for  use  in pastry. 
Effect   of different   3akin;: Temperatures   -   One   sample 
was baked at   425°   F for   16 minutes   and 300° F   for  40 minutes, 
Another  was  bale 3d   at 450°  F for   15 minutes  and  550°  F   for 
3C minutes.     A  third was   baked at   450° F   IS   minutes  and 
300°  F  for  40  minutes.     The   latter was most  desirable, 
sines   the   first was not   brown  enough  and had  a   soggy 
bottom crust,   and  the  second was  too brown before  the 
•53 Used  in  Y«ilkea . County,   Rorth  Carolina. 
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filling was done (Samples 10-12, Table V). The Initial 
high temperature gives a less soggy bottom crust, since 
the   filling  is   coagulated more rapidly.34 
With prebaked pastry,  a more desirable product  wg.3 
obtained  ..hen pestry was  prebaked at  425° F  for  7 minutes, 
filling  added,  baked at 450° F  for  10 minutes,   and at 
300° F for  40  Minutes   (Sample  14,  Table V).     When pastry 
A-as prebeked at 450° P for  10 minutes,   filling added, 
baked  at 450° p   .."or   10 minutes,   and  300° P   I or   30 minutes, 
the   crust browned   before   the   filling was  done   (Sample   13, 
Table  V).     A slightly  lower  initial   temperature  and  shorter 
psrioc!   of  prebaking pastry  gave  a more desirable   product. 
.affect   of   Different  Types   of  i, 1 Ik  in ^i lling  -  Types 
of milk used  in  this  experiment were whole milk,   evaporated 
milk diluted with  one half water,   skimmed milk,   and powdered 
whole  milk diluted with  1  cup of  water to 4 T.   milk,     .'.'hole 
milk,   evaporated milk,   and powdered milk  gave  sinilar 
products   (Samples   15-13,   Table V),   and can be used Inter- 
changeably  with no  change in procedure.     Skimmed milk 
;;ave  a  slightly  less rich product,  but could be used 
satisfactorily   (Sample  IV,   Table V). 
gffect   of   ublng Pie   Pans   of  Different Materials   -   Pies 
from  the   same mixture  were   cooked  for   equal   lengths   of   time 
•4 Osee Hughes,   loc.   cit. 
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in the same position in the el?ctric oven.  Various pans 
used were dull finish tin, aluminum, and pyrex pans. 
There was very little apparent difference in the browning 
of the pies in the tin pans and pyrex pans (Samples IP and 
20, Table V), but the aluminum pan gave a less brown bottom 
crust (Sample 21, Table V).  The bri.ht finish of the 
aluminum reflects radiant heat, preventing the browning 
of the product.25 
Effect of T'slng Pif Cerent Sweetening Agents - Brown 
sugar substituted for whits  ugar in equsl -mount gave a 
very desirable product.  The flavor was ^icher than when 
. Lte sugar was used (Sample 2-3, Table V).  Molasses 
substituted for one half of brown sugar, with a decrease 
of 3T. in liquid, gave a product which was quite strong 
in flavor (Sample 24, Table V).  Corn syrup substituted 
for one half of white sugar', with  a decrease of 3 T. in 
Ll< Id, gave a product very similar to that obtained from 
white sugar. (Sample 26, Table V).  Texture was smooth 
and flavor was mild.  Sweetness of the product was 
sufficient.  No difference in eooking time or temper- 
ature was required. 
Effect of Temperature of Pat in Pastry - Pat used 
at refrigerator temperature gave a desirable product 
35 Louise J. Pest and Lenpre E. Sater, Household Equip- 
ment ,  New Yo-"k, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1946, 
... 177. 
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(Sample 22, Table V).  Fat at room temperature moistened 
the 'lour, less v/ater than is necessary to make good pastry 
could be used, and a slightly crumbly product was obtained 
(Samples 23-25, Table V). 
affect of Using A Small Amount of Molasses in Filling ■ 
It was found most desirable to substitute 1 T. molasses for 
1 T. corn syrup in the filling (Sample 23, Table V).  2 T. 
molasses with 1/3 cux. brown sugar and a decrease of 1 T. 
milk gave -- slightly strong molasses flavor (Sample 2o, 
[■able V).  2 T. molasses used with l/3 cup .;hite sugar with 
a decrease of 1 T. milk gave an oven stronjer molasses 
flavor (Sample 27, Table V). 
Effect of Using Different Shortening Agents in Pa3try - 
Lard was substituted in equal amount for Oisco in pastry 
with desirable results (Samples 2C and 27, Table V).  Lard 
and Crlsco may be used interchangeably for pastry.  Oil 
substituted for Crisco, using 3/4 the amount of fat. 
The oil .'.';. s combined with water in an emulsion and added 
to the flour.  A slightly less tender product was obtained 
(   pie 23, Table V). 
gffect of Using Different Types of Stoves for j-j.ki.nr,  - 
It was found that different temperatures and lengths of 
ing time are required to obtain a standard product in 
different types of sto.es.  A temperature of 450° F for 
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i;    -inutes  and 200     P   for  40 minutes   gave  a   desirable 
product   in an  electric   3tove   (Sample   29,   Table  V).      In  a 
kero3-:ne   stove,   a   longer   cooking   time   wa3   required.      lies 
.. re bs.ced at 450° p  for  15 minutes and  300° ?   for 45 
minutes   (Sample  30,   Table V).     In a  0as  stove,   a  terr.per- 
ature  of  --50° P for   7 minutes and 300° w  ror  35  minute3 
?ave  'coo  cro'.vn a  crust before  the filling was done   (Sample 
51,   Table  V).     A r.ore   lesirable product  was   obtained at 
4.-:C° P   for   7 minutes   and  300° P  for 40  minutes   (Sample   32, 
1 e v). 
gf feet   of   \ddlng   .<:_       i.ites   Separately _to   billing   - 
Sj_" whites were beaten  eepemtely and  folded  In  last.     This 
;ave a  lighter,   chiffon-like product,   with  less  custard 
consi3tency   (Sample   33,   Table  V).     Lemon   juice  added   before 
addition  of   the   :;;   white gave a  lighter,   more stable 
product, because   the   lemon  juice  3t-b.':lized  the e<_g white 
as   the  e£,g whites were  foldei   into the mixture   (Samples 
34  and.   35,   Table   V). 
affect of  Different Methods  of Cutting Pat Into   Paatry - 
Pat  was   out  Into pastry mixture  with pastry  blender,   with 
two  knives,  and with the  fingers.     Pastry blender and  knives 
v/ere  easier  to manipulate and gave a  slightly -..ore desirable 
product   (Samples  33  end 34,   Table V).     Kore handling  of 
ingredients was  required when  the  fingers were U3ed,   more 
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gluten was developed, and the resulting product was loss 
tender (Sample 35, Table V).  Skill and rapid manipulation 
are accessary '.vhen using finders ['or cutting in fat. 
EfTect of Freezing Puree for Piss; Effect of freezing 
: :j  ixture - SweDt potato puree, with lemon juice added, 
2 T. to 1 cup puree, was "rozen for two weeks.  Puree was 
thawed for one hour and pies were made.  A desirable 
■oduct was obtained, with no difference noted bet.veen 
this product and that mr.de from fresh puree (Sample 35, 
Table V). 
Sweet Potato pie mixture, ready for bakin;;, was frozen 
for t-vo weeks.  After thawing, it was poured into an unbaked 
pie shell, and baked. Results obtained were similar to those 
obtained from fresh potatoes (Sample 57, Table V). 
Grated Sweet Potato Pie 
Test of 2asic Recipe - The following recipe, with vari- 
ations, wa3 used in all experiments on grated 3weet potato 
pie. 
Grated Raw Sweet  Potato  lie' 36 
2 cups grated raw sweet potatoes 
2 eggs, beaten 
1 cup sugar 
- tsp. salt 
3/4 tap. allspice 
\  tsp. cloves 
2 cups milk 
1/3 cup melted butter 
1 tsp. grated orange rind 
30 Recipe used in Guilford County, North Carolina. 
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Add sugar, salt, spices, or?n e rind, and 
milk to the eggs. Mix thoroughly. Add sweet 
:Otcto33 and fat.  Mix well.  Pour custard into 
9 inch umaked pastry shell and bake in a hot 
oven, 4^£° F, for 10 minutes.  Reduce .e-iperature 
to 350° p and bake for 30 minutes. 
on this reciie wa3 used without variation.-., results were 
ssirable.  The floor of orange rind was too pronounced, 
and the potatoes were not sufficiently cooked.  The color 
' the filling was dull.  Pastry was slightly soggy on 
the bottom crust (3sir.ple 1, Table VI). 
Sffect of Precooklng Fill in,-, - Potatoes, margarine, and 
milk v.ers boiled together until potatoes were softe: ed. 
r ingredients were added ---nd the mixture was poured into 
an unbaked pastry 3hell and baked "or 10 minutes at 425° F, 
35 minutes at 500° F.  A more desiraole product was obtained. 
Potatoes were sufficiently cooked, and pastry was not so:;;., 
oecause the mixture was thickened before being \ oursd into 
pastry shell.  Flavor and color were still of poor quality 
( Si .pie 2, Table 71). 
■;f Tect of Using Lemon Juice Instead of Orange 11 ird. - 
3 T. lemon juice was added Instead of orange rind.  Dot! 
flavor and color were greatly improved by the addition 
of lemon juice (Sample 3, Table VI). 
Effect of Cooking Filling Without Pastry - The mixture 
wa3 cooked in custard oupa, without precookin^, for one hcur 
at 300° F.  A more desirable product v.as obtained (Sample 4, 
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Table VI)   than   when  pastry   was  used.     A   longer   cookin     time 
nt a  lower*   temperature   is  more  desirable   for   this   product. 
Sliced  Swe9fc  Potato  Pie 
Test of  Basic   Flgclpe   - The  following recipe,   with 
variations,   was  U33d   for all experiments on   .sliced   sweet 
potato pie. 
Sliced   Sweet  Potato  Pie37 
2  cups   sliced  boiled sweet potatoes 
1 T.   butter 
:y cup  water 
|-  tsp.   cinnamon 
tsp. nutmeg 
| cup bro.ra sugar 
Boil whole  potatoes  until  partly done.     Peel 
and  slice  into unbaked pastry  shell.     Dot  with 
butter,   sprinkle  with brdwn surar,   cin amon,   and 
nutmeg.     Add water.     Cover  witl   pastry.     Bake   -it 
425° P  10 minutes  and 300° F    or 30 minutes. 
'//hen this basic recipe was   tested,   the pie  did not have 
enougb  moisture,   and was not rich enough.     Color was  fairly 
;ood.     The  bottom crust was   not  so gey   (Sample   1,   Table VII). 
affect   of   AddInj  More   Liquid  in Pilling;   affect  of 
yjsin- i, ilk as  Liquid  - Water was  found to be  more  desir- 
able   as   a   liquid In   the   filling.     Milk   3*™   a  pasty 
product with   a   less   desirable   flavor   (Samples   2   and  2, 
Table  VII).     A more  desirable product was  obtained  *.en 
37 Reolpe  used  in  Iredell  County, North Carolina. 
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1 cup water wa3 used as the liquid.  Moisture content was 
proper (Sample 2, Table VII). 
Effect of Adding Lemon Juice feo 7111 Inc. - 2 T. lemon 
juice waa used in the filling, and a desirable color and 
flavor were obtained (Sample 4, Table VII). 
Effect Of T'sln- Only Top Crust - A deep dish pie was 
made, using the Sliced Sweet Potato Pie recipe.  It waa 
found to be satisfactory and might be used when a pie 
with more filling and leas pastry is desired (Sample 5, 
Table VII). 
-jf I'ect of Tsln^ Pi 1. erent Sweetening Agents in Filling 
Brown sugar, white sugar, .,j.nd corn syrup .-.are used as 
sweetening a._.ent;.  White sugar, substituted equally for 
brown sugar, gave a more desirable product. (Sample 7, 
:•- le VII).  Corn syrup, substituted equally for brown 
i gar, with reduction of liquid by > cup, gave a slightly 
les3 des'rable flavor.  The product was not swo.:t enough 
(Saxple 3, Table VII). 
Effect of Different ;>:etncd3 of Cooking Potatoes - 
Pot- 003 cooked whole in the akins and sliced gave a more 
desirable product than poti toes sliced before boiling. 
The latter gave a lighter color and less flavor (Samples 
9 and 10, Table VII). 
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Sweet   Potato  Cobbler 
Test  of  3a3ic Recipe  - The  following recipe,   with 
variations,   was   used  in  the   experiments   on   swe'Jt potato 
cobbler. 
Sweet   Potato  Cobbler33 
2 cups  sweet potatoes,   partly boiled and  sliced 
- cu^.  white  sugar 
3 T.   butter 
|  cup water 
' tsp. cinnamon 
,: tsp. nutmeg 
Place alternate layers of pastry and potatoes 
in a baking dish, sprinkling potatoes with sugar, 
butter, and spice3.  Pour water over top layer 
oT potatoes, put pastry on top.  Bake at 425° V 
for 1C  minutes, 300° F for 35 minutes. 
This recipe was tested, with no variations.  Sweet potrtoes 
were boiled for 15 minutes.  A pyrex baking dish was used 
for baking.  The product obtained was not moist, and the 
pastry in the layers between potatoes was heavy. (Sample 1, 
Table VIII). 
Effect of Increased Liquid in Filling - When water in 
the filling was lncres3ed to 1 cup, a more moist and more 
desirable product was obtained. (Sample 2, Table VIII). 
Effect of Decreased Fat in Pastry - Decreasing the 
fat in the pastry gave a slightly less soggy and less 
heavy pastry in the cobbler (Sample Z,  Table VIII) 
38 Recipe used in Alexander Cou.vty, North Carolina. 
I H 
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Sweet Potalo Chiffon Pie 
- 
Test of 3aslc Recipe - The following recipe, with 
variations, was used in the experiments on sweet potato 
chiffon pie. 
Sweet Potato Chiffon Ple;s 
1 T. gelatin 
cup cold writer 
2 eg.s, separated 
cup corn cyrUj. 
3/4 tsp. ginger 
3/4 tip. nutme- 
3/4 tsp. cinr;.-mon 
g tsp. salt 
1 cup mashed sweet potatoes 
\  cup milk 
.'.  cup  a:- -ar 
Soak  . elatin  in   cold water.     Mix   together 
egg yolkfi,   syrrp,   slices,   and  salt,   and   sweet 
potatoes.      Stir  in milk  and   cook in  double 
boiler  until   thick,   stirring  constantly.     Remove 
from heat   and add   gelatin.     Chill  until  mixture 
begins  to  con^esl.     Stir  frequently.     Beat egg 
whites  3tiff,   but not dry.     Gradually beat  sugar 
into  egg whites  and  carefully  fold into  first 
mixture.     Pour  into baked pastry  shell.     Place 
in refrigerator until ready   to 3erve. 
T'.;is recipe  gave a product with a   flat  tc:3te.    The   texture 
of   the   filling was  de3ir   ble,   and   the   crust  was  standard 
(Sample   1,   Table  IX). 
Effect  of  Ai Ling Lemon Juice   to Filling - 2 T.   lemon 
juice  was  added to   the  filling before cooking.     A more 
tart   flavor  and brighter  color  were  obtained  (Sample 2, 
Table  IX). 
Effeet  of  Using  Different  Sweetening A ;ents _in Pilling 
Pies  sweetened with white  sugar,  brown  sugar,   corn  syrup,- 
/.vanelle   S.   Day,   "Molasses Ilotes",   American .V.olasses 
Co.   Bulletin No.   39. 
TABLE   V 
COMPARISON   07   QUALITY  OF   SWEET   POTATO  COSTARD   PIES" 
SaTTile Variation 
f 1.111 n.-                     r Pastry 
ftv 
(toTftl 
fctro-Pe flavor Surface] C»l°v flv- fialfik *ta»tcux *&*- JlUtW* F/flV«»- "fc?- 
1 Basic Recipe 3.0 
O       T 3.0 2.3 2.7 .".0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.7 
o Le^on  juice; 
precooked pcstry 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.3 2.3 3.0 2.? 9    7 • • 2.2 2.6 
3 Baked potatoes: 
paa try ch'lied 
In  pan. 2. 3 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 3.0 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.3E 
4 "oiled whole 
potatoes;pastry 
same  as   3. 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.9 
R Pressure   cooked 
potatoesjpastry 
cMlled,   then 
roll 3d. 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.7 3.0 7.0 .'.0 5.0 
1 
2. ^ 2.9 
6 Sliced bo* led 
potatoes;  pastry 
same  as   .c. 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.5 .".0 1.7 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.3 2.6 
1 Avere-e   scopes   from throe   Judges.     See   scoring  system description. 
■■■■■■■■{■■■a  ■—«-■■*" 
TABLE   V   (001 TI   "      ) 
COMPARISON    OF  QUALITY  OF   SWEET     OTA '0   CTJSTARD   PIES 
3ar;ile ■'rriation 
Pi 111 nc 
&v 
 . . -                        '                                                                                                 ...     -    it          i V 
AV- 7>*TUM. Flavot- Surfftor Coloh Jhi«r OoiXltfS TMT* TtroLte. aattt: I mr- 
7 1 ar marine  in I 
filling;   less 
ater   in   pastry. 3. 0 7.0 .3.0. 7.0 7.0 7.0 2.0 2.7 7.0 7.0 1 2.6 2.9 
8 Butter   in   fillir] 
pastry   same  as 7 3.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 1.7 O       *7 2.1 7.0 7.0 1 2 . .
c 2.7 
g Bacon   fat   'n 
filling;   pastry 
3Bme   as   7 3.0 1.7 3.0 2.0 2.4 7.0 2.0 2..' 2.3 • 7.0 I 2.6 2.6 
10 Baked   at  425° F 
15  min.,   300° F 
40 Minutes. 3.0 3.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 O       *7 is •  *. 1.7 7.0 *-   • 7.0 7 .0 I 2.4 2.7 
11 450° F  15  ml -., 
770° F .10 min. 2.3 3.0 2.7 7.0 2.78 3.0 2.0 '.0 7.0 *7 *-    • 7.0 2.8 2.8 
12 450° F  IS   min., 
700°   F  40   miP. 3.0 7.0 3.0 
17   0 7.0 3.0 2.0 7.0 7. D 7.0 7.0 2.8 2.9 
13 Prebaked   10   mirt. 
at  450° F,   10 
min.   450°  F.   .10 
min.   at  700°   F 2.0 3.0 2.7 7.0 2.6 
,-   p      ,  — 
1.0 
i ———— 
1.3 7.0 3.0 7.0 1.7 2.2 2.4 
en 
TABLE V   (CONTINUED) 
COMPARISON  OF  QT7.LITY OP   SWEET   POTATO  COSTARD  PIES 
Sample Tap] at ion 
jp illir 
fiv- 
Pa3try Tin,/ 
teltuJ-«_ 
3.0 
5urf*cf e4\or Colby MoisuiX I'wr p£jXtit£- F/twOh HS?fe ** 
14 Prebaked  uastry 
7   ml-.,   et   425°^, 
450°   10   mln., 
.'•00° P 40 mln. 3.0 •'.0 3.0 3.0 2.3 1.7 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.6 2.3 
15 Who It milk 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 2.9 2.95 
16 Evaporated  milk 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.3 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.6 
17 Ski mined   Milk 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 7.0 2.0 2.3 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.2 2.5 
IB Powdered milk 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.7 2.0 2.7 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.3 
19 Tin  prm 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3. ) 2.9 2.95 
20 Pyrex  pan 7   O 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.7 3.0 3.0 2.3 2.9 
21 Alvminum pan 7.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.3 1.7 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 e.8§ 
22 Whi te  sugar 3.0 .'.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 2.3 3.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.95 
23 ?rown  sv gar; 
fat  in  pastry 
at   room   temp. 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.3 7.0 1.7 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.35 
►a 
to 
'. i 
CO 
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TAI'Li;   V   (CONTINT'ED) 
 iPARISOl    01    QUALITY  OF   SWEET   POTATO  COSTARD   PIES 
Sample Variation 
Flllln* 
C+iot- h*. iCi (o^ 4—         —   ^^ 
tr*v 
" E77ffiff7 V 
  ... 
Tor*/ 
! 
24 -lolasses,   1 
brown sugar; 
pastry same  as 
23. 3.0 L.7 3.0 O      V. 2.5 3.0 2.7 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.6 
25 Corn   9; rup : 
pastry  spme  as 
23. 3.0 2.7. 3.0 3.0 8.8 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.75 
26 2 T.   molasses, 
brown  sugar. 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.3 2.6 3.0 2.? 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.75 
27 2 T.  molasses, 
white  sugarj 
Lard  In  pastry 3.0 1.7 3.0 2.7 2.6 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.7 
2 3 1  T.   molasses, 
brown sugar; 
Oil   in  pastry 3.0 2.7 3.0 2.7 2.8 .".0 2.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 2.7 2.75 
29 Electrio  stove, 
460°   IE   mlr., 
300° 40 min. 3.0 ■'.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.9 
30 Kerosene  stove, 
460° P   15   min., 
300° F 45  min. 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
  
3.0 2.3 3.0 ,.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.95| 
•a 
- 
TABLE   V   (CONTINTTE >) 
COMPARISON  OF QUALITY  01     ' TCET  POTATO  CHSTARD   PISS 
Sample Variation 
r 
L illing 
f*f- 
Pastry 
frr. 
ToTl9l 
A*. rnartr ifATH- S.i4Aie Gtfv»- C»lM- PWAMM ■SUB T^KTlLhC. 
3.0 
*££S7 
31 Gas   stove,   450° 
P  7 mill.,   300°P 
35  rain. 2.0 7.0 2.0 7.0 2.5 2.0 2.3 5.0 3.0 2.3 2.6 
32 Gas   sto"e,   425° 
P   7   Bin.,   300°F 
40  rnin. 3.C 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.9 
33 Egg  white3   ad^tei 
separately; 
pastry blender .'.0 3.0 3.0 ».0 
3.0 
3.0 7.0 2.3 3.C 5.0 3.0 7.0 2.9 2.95 
34 Lemon   In ice 
be "or 3   e;,.    whi te, 
knives   for  pasty 3.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 2.9 2.9B 
?v Lemon   Ji'ice 
after egj   wh? tej 
fin ors forpnstrj 2.7 3.0 2.3 3.0 2.7 3.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 7.0 2.6 2.65 
76 Frozen  puree 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3. 3.0 3.0 2.3 2.9 
37 Frozen   filling 3 .0 7.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.3 3.0 3. 3.0 3.0   12.9 2.95 
- 
to 
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TA3LE VI 
PARISON OP QUALITY OF GRATED SfEET POTATO PIES1 
Variation 
Pilling 
fr- 
Pastry 
: fir 
T»T#-/ -nmrl© E/__c_u Plertt 5acfax _V_>- r>(^r ^Pi'sBlfH f "nr TLmu^ , R *♦•»»- C'fcr_i 
1 3aslc T?ecij,e 1.0 1.0 3.0 2.0 1.3 !' .0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.7 
2 Precooked 
f ill In ;. 2.7 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.4 3.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 7.0 2.7 
t, Lemon   jrice 
added,   ornn.-e 
r-ind  omitted 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 ,'.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 3.0  12.95 
4 Cooked  in 
crstard   OUps, 
300°  P  for   one 
hour. 3.0 7.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 
  
S- 
<D 
CO 
1 Avers e scores from three jud-es.  See scerin  system description. 
_____ 
TABLE   VIT 
COMPARISON OF QFALITY OF   SLICED  SWEET   POTATO   PI . -1 
Sanple 
1 
2 
5 
5 
7 
3 
o • 
10 
Variat '.on 
^&3ic Recipe 
1   oup  water   in 
filllng,3 T.   fat| 2.0 
1  eup  milk  in 
filling. 
Lemon   Jnice   in 
flllltl - 
Deep riish   pie 
Brown  Su-ar 
v/hite  Sugar 
Corn   syrup 
Boilad whole 
potatoes. 
Boiled slices 
of potatoes. 
Average scores from three Judges.  See aooring system description 
TABLE   VIII 
COMPARISON   OP QflAUTY   d'   SWEET   POTATO  COBBLERS1 
Sample Vn.riat.ton 
'•asic  lecipe 
1  cup. water   In 
filling. 
3  T.   fat   In 
pa3 try. 
Ohijaua, 
Filling 
I.O 
3.0 
3.0 
CcllLH- 
3 .0 
3.0 
i.O 
2.3 
2.0 
.2.3 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
M± 
9   % 
2.71 
CM&£- 
l'n_3try 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
Average   scores   fPom three  judges.     See  scoring system description. 
TABL3   IX 
: tISON   OP  QUALITY  OF   SWE !T   POTATO   CHIFFON   P]     '"' 
Sample 
6 
7 
Variation 
^S3ic  Rec?    ^ 
Lemon   l\-ice 
adled   to   flllin 
Lemon   *vlc.e 
a^ded  to puree 
Corn   ayrup 
Ihlte  sugar 
Brown   sugar 
Molasses 
Filling 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.0 
3.*0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.7 
2.7 
2.3 
2.0 
1.7 
1.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.7 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
3.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2.0 i 2.4 
2.0      1.75 
.. 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
7.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0     3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
fc]   flCCC     RK; 
z-.o 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0      3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
.'.0 
... • 'j 3.0 
3.0 | 3.0 
3.0 I 7.0 
3.0 | 3.0 
7.0 j 3.0 
3.0 I 3.0 
3.0 I 3.0 
STJ»/ 
2.15 
2.95 
2.95 
2.{; 
2. B61 
2.7 
2.4 
•a 
p 
f J 
n> 
en 
ro 
Average  scores   from two  Judges.     See  sco-nin ;  system description. 
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and molasses   were  compared,     ''.hen   v/bite   sugar snd brown 
;,     -_,  V;ere   3ub3tituted for   corn  syrui   in equal amount,   the 
liquid was  increased by      cup.     Molasses  was  substituted in 
equal  amount.     '.Vh'te   sugar  save a product  similar  to  that 
obtained  from  corn  syrup,   except  slightly  less tender  in 
filling  (Sample   5,  Table  IX).     Brown   sugar  gave a  less 
desirable  flavor  (Sample 6,  Table IX),   and molasses  gave 
a 3trong,  undesirable   flavor   (Sample  7,  Table  IX). 
Si mr.ary 
The experiments  conducted may  be   summarized  as   follows: 
1. Standard recipes have  been  obtained   Tor  sweet potato 
custr-.rd pie,   -rated  sweet potato pie,   sliced  sweet potato pie, 
3weet  potato   cobbler,   and   sweet potato   chiffon ^ie.   (See 
Appendix) 
2. Lemon   juice used  in any type  of  sweet potato pie 
improves both   color  and   flavor. 
3. Margarine  and butter may be used  interchangeably 
in tle   fillings.     Meat   drippings may be  U3ed   in  small 
amounts  if  their  flavor  is  desirable. 
4. Powdered whole  milk and evaporated milk may  be 
substituted  for   whole milk  in  pie  fillings.      Skimmed milk 
~ives  a  less rich product. 
5. Brown  sugar,   white  sugar,   and corn  syrup m«y be 
'.sod  interchangeably  in  sweet potato pie  fillings. 
Variations  are necessary in   the amount   of   liquid used. 
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tblesses  can be used  In  small  amounts  as   flavoring in  the 
fi 111ns. 
6. Different   typos   of  stoves   may   be   used   "or   cooking 
pies,   with  slight  variations  in cooking time and  te.~.perature. 
7. Sweet potato puroe,   sliced swest  potatoes,   and  sweat 
poteto  custard   filling may be  frozen  for  U3e  in  pies. 
3.   3oiled whole  potatoes   and  pressure   cooked  whole 
potatoes  are most  desirable   "or making puree   Tor  pie3. 
Baked potatoes  may be used. 
9. Fgg whites may be  added separately  to  sweet potato 
custard pie   rilling to give  a  lighter  product. 
10. 3oiled v.hole potatoes  are best for use   in  sliced 
sweet  potato pies. 
11« jteated  Sweet Potato custard   is  best when  cooked 
without   the  pastry,   at a   lower   temperature  and for a   longer 
time than  that used for  pies. 
12. Fat may be  cut into pastry  with a pastry blender, 
t.-o kr.ives,   or   the   fingers.     The use   of  fingers requires 
more   skill. 
13. Pat and water at refrigerator  tempo"', ture are 
most   iesirable  for  use  in pastry. 
14. Chilling pastry reduces  sogginess   of bottom crust. 
15. Frebaking  of pastry is  not desirable  in  eustard 
Pi   -'3. 
15.   Pie pans made of  pyrex and tin are best   for brown- 
ing bottom of crust. 
.Ji 
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17. Lard and vegetable shortenings may be used inter- 
changeably in pie crust.  Oil gives a le3s desirable prod' ct 
in cold water pastry. 
AltLo' gh standard recipes have been obtained for each 
kind of sweet potato pie, and some variations have been 
tested, there remain many variations to be studied.  In 
order to prevent 30 _iness of the bottom crust in cu3tard 
;.ies, which was never entirely overcome, additional experi- 
ments might be carried out. 
Since there is quite a difference in moisture content 
and flavor of different varieties of sweet potatoes, it is 
probable that there would le variations in products obtained 
with different varieties.  The different varieties were not 
available for these experiments, but it would be desirable 
to conduct further experiments on that factor. 
Further experiments are possible on freezing sweet 
potatoes and sweet potato pi33. A great deal of work has 
"jeen .one on this subject by the Georgia Agricultural 
Experiment Station40, but the freezing industry is so new 
that many new factors make possible continued experiments 
on the freezing of sweet potatoes. 
Since many factors may influence the quality of pa3try, 
it would be possible to conduct an entire series of txperi- 
ments on these factors. 
40 J. 3. Woodroof, op. cit. 
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Due   to  the  shortage  of  time,   only   oneexporiment has 
been performed on each variable.     If more time were avail- 
able,   it would be desirable  to perform  several  experiments 
on each variable,   in order   to be certain that  results  are 
correct and are due  to   the  variable being introiuced. 
—J 
CHAPTER V 
Conclusion ard Recommendations 
This   study has   been a   preliminary  one.     It has   shown 
the  variety possible  in tweet potato cookery and   the 
methods  of  preparation most desirable from  the standpoint 
of palatsbility.     future  work may be  carried on to deter- 
mine  the  nutritive  value   of  3weet  potatoes  when  they are 
prepared by various  methods.     These  future  studies  will 
show :rore   fully  the   significance  of   3weet potatoes  In  the 
dist,  and will  show which  nethois   of preparation are most 
desirable  from  the  standpoint of nutritive  vali e.      .'hen 
this   is   done,   it will be   po3siblo   to   see   the  real   signifi- 
cance  of   sweet   potatoes,   bot'r   in   menu planning and   in 
nutrition. 
APPENDIX 
Popular  Summary  Tid Recipes41 
Among Southern  cooks,   every recipe  collection gives 
ce to unusual and  interesting swe^t  potato  dishes.     The 
sweet  potato,   grown  abu idantly   in   the  South,   serves   as   a 
ba3ic   food   in   the   diet,   adds   interest  to meals,   and  pro- 
vides a  rich   source   of  food nutrients. 
"weet  potatoes,   especially the deep yellow and  orange 
ones,  are high  in Vitamin A value,   and  this  vitamin is not 
re dily  lost during cooking.     Vitamin C  values   al3o are 
high,  and  there  are  snail  amounts   of  the  B Vitamins.     Energy 
value  is high,   due   to  the  3tarch and  sugar. 
In   selecting  sweet  potatoes  for  cooking,   choose   the 
light yellow colored  ones  for dry,   mealy potatoes,    vor 
moist,   sugary  potatoes,   choose   the  deep orarge-red ones. 
They are   often   called yams. 
Don't  keep  the  sweet potatoes  too  long  in  the home, 
but   if  they are  kept,   choose a  cool,   Iry place.     They 
rot  easily. 
If you  must peel  the  potatoes before cooking - and 
It's best -ot  to  -  peel  them just  berore using.     Otherwise, 
they  turn dark ani  are unappetizing.     If  the potatoes   turn 
dark  after   cooking,   add a  little  lemon  juice.     It  restores 
color and brir.e3  out  the  flavor,   also. 
41 ^or possible use as  a popular c-naume^'s bulletin  on 
Sweet  Potato  Cookery. 
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In serving sweet potatoes, treat the family to variety. 
The following recipes show the many possible ways of cooking 
sweet potatoes and preprring them for serving; thej ean add 
Interest to your meal3. 
Served aa  a Vegetable 
Boiled 
Boil   sweet potatoes  in a   covsred  container   fo? 
<d0   to   30 minutes   or   until   tender.     Drain at once. 
Peel and season with   table  fat   or meat  drippings; 
salt and pepper  to  taste. 
Baked 
'.Vash and dry potatoes, and rub the skins with 
fat. Bake in a hot oven, 425° P 30 to 50 minutes, 
depending upon the size.  Serve with table fat. 
Baked Stuffed42 
Cut lar^e baked sweet potatoes in half len th- 
ud 36.  Carefully scoop out the inside, leaving a 
little of the sweet potato 83 a lining for the skins. 
Mash as for plain mashed sweet potatoes, adding 
table fat, seasoning, and hot milk.  Stuff back 
into the shells, brush the top with melted fat, 
and reheat in a hot oven, 4256 p^ for 5 minutes. 
For variety, add chopped cooked meat or chopped 
nuts.  Crated orange rind and orange juice may be 
used as flavoring. 
Fried 
Peel  and  slice baked or boiled sweet potatoes. 
Brown in a   small  amount   of  fat.      Bacon   fat may be 
used for browning. 
42 "Sweet  Potato Recipes",   U.   S.  Department  of Agriculture 
Bulletin  AIS-5B,   October   1946. 
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hashed Sweet Potatoes 
Peel hot cooked sweet potatoes.  Hash tho»oi gh- 
ly and adi table fat.  Beat in not milk until sweat 
potatoes are fluffy. 
For variety, add nuts, raisins, or orange Juice 
to the mashed potaioas.  Marshmallows may be used 
to top the potatoes, or they may be covered with 
meringue and browned lightly in a moderate oven, 
325° F. 
Swe^t Potato Balls43 
Soil 3weet potatoes in their skins until tender, 
Remove 3kins, mash and season with salt, butter, and 
milk.  Form a ball, with a half marihmallow in the 
center, then roll in bread crumb a or cereal flakes. 
"ry in deep fat until crisp and brown, or place in 
the oven to brown. 
Nuts and spices may be added to the mashed 
potatoes. 
Candied Sweet Potatoes 
G medium sized sweet potatoes  4 T. butter 
: cup water 
1 cup sugar(white) 
&  tap. salt 
Boil potatoes until almost done.  Peel nd 
cut in quarters lengthwise. Add a syrup made of 
the sugar, water, butter, anJ salt.  Bake in a 
moderate oven, 350° F, 20 to 30 minutes, baiting 
frequently with the syrup. 
Brown sugar may be substituted for white 
sugar, or corn sjrup or honey may be substituted 
for the sugar and water.  Orange juice or lemon 
juice may be added to give tartness. 
Sweet potatoes may be candied in a frying 
pan on top of the stove, if a low heat Is used. 
43 "Sweet Potatoes - Ho* to Use Them", K. C. Agricultural 
Extension Service Miscellaneous Pamphlet 79, Octooer 1944. 
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Sweet  Potato Souffle44 
2 cups mashed  sweet  pot.toes 
\  tsp.   3alt 
1 cup hot milk 
2 T. sugar 
2 T. butter 
2 e s, separated 
: tsp. nutmeg 
i cup raisins 
£ cup broken nut 
meats 
Mash cooked swest 1o 
sugar, salt, and but 
the potatoes and bea 
rate the eg_s, beat 
Add the nutmeg, rais 
lightly into the pot 
egg whites. Pour In 
arrange marshmallov.s 
top, if iesired. Pu 
and bake 35 to 40 mi 
set.  Serve at once. 
tatoes well. Seald milk, add 
ter to milk.  Mix milk with, 
t until light and fluffy.  Sepa- 
yolks, and ad.l to the potato, 
ins, and nut3.  Cut and fold 
ato mixture the stiffly beaten 
to a buttered baking dish and 
one half inch apart on the 
t in a moderate oven, 3E0° F, 
nutes, until the souf'le is 
Sweet Potatoes in T)e3sert3 
Sweat Potato Custard Pie45 
1 cups sweet potato pi.ree 
v 3J33 
i cup 3U3ar (brown) 
3 T. corn syrup 
•g- tsp. salt 
' tsp, nutmeg 
5/4 tsp. cinnamon 
3-/4 cup milk 
cup melted ma- ;arJ e 
3 T. lemon juice 
Beat eggs until light, add sugar, corn syrup, 
3alt, nutmeg^ cinnamon, milk and butter, and beat 
until smooth: add potato puree and beat well; pour 
into a pastry-lined pie pan and bake at 450° F for 
IS minutes. Reduce the temperature to 300° F and 
bake 40 minutes or until a knife comes out clean 
mrher inserted.  Lakes one nine inch pie. 
White sugar may be substituted r.'or brown 
3ugar.  Corn syrup may be substituted, for onehp.lf 
of sugar, with a reduction of 3 T. in liquid. 
^4 "Sweet Potatoes - How to TTse Them", N. C. Pamphlet. 
45 Recipe developed In experimental study on sweet potato 
pies. 
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Pastry4^ 
1 cup flour 
I   top. salt 
1/3 cup shortening 
3 T. cold water 
Cut  fat   into   sifted   flour   and  salt with 
fork, 
about   the   size   of  rice 
two 
knives,     paltry   blender,   or   with   fingers.     Fat 
in  the mixture  should  be 
ball. 
flour 
it    .0^3 
Bake. 
lour boeird  evenly.     Rub  a  s.-.xl]   -mount  of 
ver  roll!    ; pin.     Roll pastry deftly so   that 
~ot  stick  to board.     Roll   1/8 inch  thick. 
Grated Raw Sweet  Potato  Pie4' 
2 cups  grated raw sweet potatoes 
2  eggs,  beater 
•h cup sugar 
tsp.  SF-lt 
3/4 tsp. allspice 
tsp. cloves 
2 cups milk 
1/3 cup margarine 
3 T. lemon juice' 
Boil potatoes, margarine, and milk together 
until the potatoes are softened.  Add sugar, salt, 
spices, and lemon juice and mix.  Pour mixture 
into an unbaked pastry shell, bake for 10 minutes 
at 425° F and 35 minutes at 300° F. 
Mixture may be cooked in custard cups, without 
pastry.  Do not precook the mixture.  Add sugar, 
salt, spices, lemon juice, and milk to the eggs. 
Mix thoroughly.  Add sweet potatoes and melted fat. 
Pour into custard cxjps and bake for one hour at 
300° F. 
46 Recipe developed in experimental study on sweet potato 
pies. 
47 Recipe developed in experiment.-1 study. 
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Sliced Sweet Potato lie48 
2 cups 3liced boiled 3weet potatoes 
1 T. butter 
1 cup water 
r  tap. cinnamon 
tap. nutmeg 
-|- cup white sugar 
2 T. lemon juice 
Boil whole  potatoes  until partly done.     Peel 
-•nd  slice  into unbaked pastry  shell.     Dot   ..ith 
butter,   sprinkle   with  brown sugar,   cinnamon,   and 
nutmeg.   Add water and  lemon juice.     Cover with 
pastry.     Bake  at  425° p   Lor  10 minutes   and  30 
minutes   et  300°   P. 
This  recipe may  also be used for making 
a  deep dish pie. 
Sweet   Potato   Cobbler4- 
2 cups   sweet  potatoes,   partly boiled and sliced 
:i  cup white su^ar 
3 T.   butter 
1  cup water 
•x t3p.   cinnamon 
i  tap.  nutmeg 
Place   alternate   layers   of  pastry  and potatoes 
in a  baking dish,   sprinkling potatoes  with 3u_;ar, 
butter,   and  sjice3.     Pour  water   over  top  layer 
of  potatoes,   put   pastry   on   top.      Bake   at   4^5° F 
for  10 minutes,   300-   for  35 minutes. 
Reduce  fat  in pa3try  to  \- cup fat   for   1  cup 
flour. 
48 
'=: 
Recipe developed in experimental study. 
Recipe developed in experimental study. 
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Sweet  Potato Chiffon  Pie50 
1 T. gelatin 
\  cup cold water 
1 
3 '  3 ,   separatee 
cup  corn  syrup 
2/4  t3p.  ginger 
3/4  t3p.  nutmeg 
3/4   top.   cInnarr.on 
I   ts^..   sr.lt 
1 cup  i^a3hed  sve^t pot   to.^s 
.    cup milk 
§ cup sugar 
2 T. lemon juice 
Soak gelatin in cold /.f.;er.  Mix together 
3gg yolks, ^yrup, spices, and salt, snd swest 
potatoes.  Stir in milk and cook in douole 
boiler until thick, stirring constantly.  Remove 
from heat and adi gelatin.  Chill until mixture 
s to congeal.  Stir frecuentl\. Beat  ;- 
.. :te3 sti." , but not dry.  1'-:-uc\-ally beat sugar 
into egg whites and carefully fold into first 
nix ure.  Pour into br.ked pestry shell.  Place 
i1 refrigerator until ready to serve. 
White sugar may be substituted for corn 
syrup, with an increase of  cup in milk. 
Caramel Sweet Potato 
2 cups ma3hed sweet potatoes 
cup butter or margarine 
I cup brewn sugar 
cup nut meats 
Pudding 51 
Kelt butter in an iron frying pan Add 
3U ;ar, and stir while sugar is dissolving.  Add 
nut meats, and spread the mashed potatoes in the 
frying pan.  Place the frying pan in a moderate 
oven, 250° F, and oake 50 minutes.  Invert on 
a plate and serve with caramel on top.  Serve 
with whipped cream. 
Recipe developed in experimental stud-. 
D Itscipe used in Georgia. 
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Sweet Potato Cake52 
2/3 cup fat 
1 cup granulated sugar 
1 cup brown sugar 
1 cup hot mashed swe-it potatoes 
2 cps flour 
cup sweet milk 
Cream fa and sugar. Add e~j yolks, potatoes, 
apices, and vanilla.  Add milk alternately*with 
lour and baking powder si°ted together.  Fold in 
j_ :  whites, stiffly beaten, and add nuts rolled in 
Clour.  Bake in a loaf in a noderate oven, 350° p 
for 45 minutes.  Serve with whipped crecm. 
1 chopped nuts 
c egga 
'- tsp. baking powder 
] tsx.. each clove3, 
cinnamon, nrtmeg 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Sweet Potato Drop Cookies' 
1' 
1 
cup fat 1 tsp. salt 
cup sugar 1 tsp. cinnamon 
;, ieaten 1 tap. cloves 
£ cups mashed sweet potatoes h   tsp. nutme^ 
£ cups flour I  cup raisins 
4 tsp. baking powder 
is 
Cream fat and sugar.  Add beaten egg, mashed 
potatoes, dry injredlents sifted together, and 
raisins.  Mix well.  Drop from 3poon onto greased 
baking sheet and bake in moderate oven, 250° p for 
20 minutes or until brown. 
2 Recipe used in Alexander Cou: ty, North Carolina. 
■ ' "5! 
C.   ?.ose   and   ".    : -own,   America   Cooks,   New York, 
V.   .7.   Norton and Co.,   Inc.,   1940,   p.   454. 
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Sweet Potato Ice Cream^ 
1 cuj    hed swest potatoes 
1 cu^ thick whipping cream 
5/4 CUj 
1 tsp. vanilla 
g tsp. salt 
2 -333 whites 
Boil potatoes,   peel,   and mash.     Measure and 
allow  to cool.     Acid to  the potatoes   one  half the 
sugar,   the   salt,   and vanilla.     Beat   6^3 whites  slightly 
3 ,!    f,   add   the   remaining  sujar,   and beat   until 
stiff.      '..'hip  crea;.:,   add meringue  and   C'-eam  to potato 
mixture,   folding together until  well mix:d.     Pour 
ir.to  freezing  tray,     .lace  in   fre?zing  zone  of 
refrigerator until  frozen. 
Chopped nut3   and maraschino   cherries may he 
1 aed   .or variety. 
Sweet   Potato Fudne   Blocks^S 
1 
L 
1 
1 
2 
cup   fat 
cup  sugar 
egg,   separated 
cup ma3hed sweet pott.toes 
T.   melted  chocolate 
cup milk 
cup  flour 
4   tsp.  baking powder 
1   tsp.   cinnamon 
i tsp.   cloves 
P:  tsp.  nutmeg 
1/4   tsp.   salt 
1/4   cup raisins 
1/4  cup nut3 
Cream fat and sugar.  Add beaten egg yolk 
and mix well.  Add mashed potato, incited chocolate, 
and mil::.  Add sifted dry inrredients, mix well, 
and fold in beaten eg: white.  Add nuts and 
raisi::„3.  Bake in greased shallow loaf pans, and 
cut in scuare3.  Frost if desired. 
4 MT3. S. H. Dull, Southern Cooking, Hew York, Grosset 
and Dunlap, 1923, p. 22fe. 
?t  C. Rose and B. 3rown, op. cit., p. 456. 
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Sweet Potato  Breads 
Sweet Potato Biscuits56 
1  cup  sifted all-purpose   riour 
1   cup rns.3hed   sweet   potatoes 
4   tsp.  baking powder 
1  tflp.   salt 
4 T.   shortening 
4  T.  milk 
Sift together dry Ingredients.  Cut in fat with 
two knives or a pastry blender.  Add sweet potatoes 
and milk to make a soft dou^h.  Knead lightly.  Roll 
to 1 inch thickness, cut in rounds, and place on a 
baking sheet.  Bake in a hot oven, 425° F, 15 to 20 
:uinu to 3. 
Sweet Potato Rolls'-'7 
1 cup mashed sweet potatoes 
1 cup warm water 
1  cup sc ■■ lde 1 ml Ik 
1  cake  yea3t 
| cup shortening 
S cup su^ar 
2   tsp.   salt 
2 beaten e_gs 
o   to  7  cups    'lour 
Mix potatoes, water, and milk 
Add crumbled yeast. Cream shorten! 
Add salt and eggs. Add this to fir 
with flour, usin_; enough to make a 
Knead until smooth, ani allow to ri 
in bulk. Roll into a 1 inch sheet. 
thickly with cinnamon and brown su,r 
jelly roll, and cut in 1 inch piece 
just touching on a deep sided jrea3 
rise until double in bulk.- Bake In 
375° p, for 20 to 20 minutes'. Glaz 
ers  sugar and water mixed  to a  sprs 
and allow   to   cool. 
n3 and   su^ar. 
st mixture,   alon^ 
Stiff   dOUg    . 
se   until   double 
Sprinkle 
ar.     Roll   as 
3.     Place  jieces 
ad pan.     Let 
a  moderate   oven, 
e with   confection- 
ading consistency. 
;6 Recipe   developed in experimental   study. 
57 Lois  L.   Sumption and Marguerite  L.  Ashbrook,   Brecche 
and ?:ore Breals,   Peoria,   Illinois,   Manual  Arts   Press, 
T3Tl7~P7 VT. 
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Sweet   Potato Wr fries'" 3 
1:    CUp3    riOUT 
4 tsy. baking po.:.der 
l/8 tap. cinnamon 
2 T. sugar 
LfS^J*  3': lb 
2 ©ggs» beaten separately 
1 cup mashed potatoes 
1 cup milk 
I cup melted butter 
Add beaten egg yolks, potatoes, milk, and 
melted shortening to sifted dry ingredients. . tx 
well.  Fold In stiffly beaten egg whites, and 
bake. 
Combination Dishe3 With Sweet Potatoes 
Sweet Potato and Apple Scallop59 
3 medium sized sweet potatoes 
3 medium sized apples 
£ tap. salt 
2 71. sugar 
2 T. Tat 
': cup water 
Eoil sweet pot-toes until partly tender and 
peel.  Slice sweet potatoes ,:ni raw apples in lasers 
in a ^reased baking dish.  Sprinkle the apple layers 
..ith sugar and a little saltj dot with fat.  Four in 
water.  Bake covered in a moderately hot oven, 575° F, 
Tor 30 to 40 minutes or until apples are tender.  If 
desired, uncover dish during last 15 minutes of cooking 
and top with cornflakes or breadcrumbs combined with 
a li ttle fat. 
For variety, use ham instead of apples, omitting 
the sugar.  Ram 3hould be cooked end chopped.  Chopped 
nuts may be used instead of apples.  Sliced pears, 
peeled orange slices, or cranberry sauce may be used 
instead of apples. 
F9 L.   Sumption   and  M.   Ashbrook,   op.   cit.,   p.    37; 
f.o "Sweet  Potato Recipes",   War Food Administration,   Office 
of  Distribution  Circular. 
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Sweet  Potato  in Apple   Shells-'0 
Had baking  apples   -   6 
\   cup brown   3Ugar 
2   c^i-s   mash^ed  sweet  potatoes 
3 T.   butter 
3 T.   cream 
Cut apples  In 
3eed3j   sprinkle  cav 
Place  in a  shallow 
and bake   in a hot o 
or   until   almost   ten 
|]    la    ibout   \     rich 
To hot mashed 
butter, and ere : 
flufCy. Pile sweet 
a] p 1 :• sh ells or ' or 
Place in a shallow 
brown sugar. Pour 
Heat unde- brciler 
lightly browned. 
half  crosswise.     Remove  core  and 
ity with hair  of   the  brown  sugar, 
pan   conta. a   little   water" 
ven,   'iOC-o  F,   for   10   to  20  minutes 
-er.      Scoop  out  pulp,   leavir.,_   a 
thick;   reserve pulp. 
swe3t  potatoes aid apple  pi lp, 
season   to   taste.     Beat until 
potato mixture   lightly  into 
ce  through a decorating  tube. 
pan and 3prinl:le   with remaining 
a  little melted butter  over  top3. 
or  in a hot   oven,   400° F,   until 
okes  o   servin-s. 
Sweet   Potatoes   and  Cranberries 61 
6^1ar_e sweet potatoes 
\\  cup cranberry 3auce 
?   T.  butter 
1/3 cup browr   sugar 
1   tap.   3alt 
|   cup   finely  cho^p^d nuts 
Boil   sweet   potatoes,   ^3el,   '.-id   cut   in holves 
lengthwise.     Scoop  out  halves   slijhtly.     Fi-.ce 
^   ..alves  in greased baking dish,   fill centers  with 
cranoerry  sauce  and   top with remaining halves. 
Melt butter,   add   sugar,   salt,   nut3,   and   spread   over 
x-otato-:s.     Bi ke in a moderate  over.,   350° F,   for 
-iO   to ^,5 minutes,   or   until   lightly browned. 
50 rJeci; e used  in Catawba County,   North  Carolina. 
-1 home Institute of Tew York Herald T-i'oune, America' s 
Cookbook. New York, C: • rles Scribner's Son3, 1937, p. 433, 
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Grilled Sweat  Potatoes with Applesduce62 
6 hot  cooked sweet potatoes 
4 T.   melted butter  or niargarine 
2  cups  apple   sauce 
Cut hot peeled potatoes   in half  lengthwise, 
arrange  in a  shallow  baking   dish,   and  brush   with 
2 T.   of  the butter.     Bake  in hot oven,   425° F   for 
15 minutes.     Add  remaining  2  T.   butte"   to   apple 
sauce,   ... ich has been 3we.tened  to  taste,   and 
pour   over   swe   t  potatoes.     Bake   15  minutes   longsr. 
Sweet  Potatoes and Pineapple^3 
4 medium sized swe^t potatoes 
"";   cup  brown  3u ;ar 
cup  drained crushed pireapple 
1 T butter 
cinnamon  and nutmeg 
Cook,   peel,   and mash  potatoes.     Mix with 
pineapple   and  seasoi.in;;.      Place  in   greased baking 
dish,   dot with butte"  and  scatter sugar  over it. 
Bake   in  a  hot   oven,   4ii5° F   Tor   15 minutes. 
Ham Smothered  With   Swe^.t  Potatoes „■■; 
1   slice   of ham about   ■ -■   inch   thick    2 T.   sr gar 
Sweet   potatoes,   sliced 1   cup hot wr-ter 
Brosvn  the  ha:.-:     li  htly   on  both   sides  and  pl--.ee   in 
a  bakin     dish.     Place  raw sliced   sweet   potatoes   over 
the ham  an 1  3prinkle with   sugar.     Add -ot   water   to 
the   drippings   in   the   trying pan and pour  over   the 
ham   and   sweet  potatoes.     Cover  and bake   in  a moderate 
oven,   350° F, until   the ham  is   tender.      Baste   occa- 
sionally with  the  gravy  and near  the  end of the 
cooking  period,   remo.e   the   covsr   vnd   allow   the 
potatoes  to brown on  top. 
^ Good Fovsekeepi.-.g  CookBook,   New   York,   ^arrar  and Rinehart, 
T3T5,   P.   44 2. 
"3 lecipe used in Alexa der County, North Carolina. 
c4 "Sweat Potatoes - How to Fse Them", N. C. Pamphlet. 
1 
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